Platform Deck For FPL2/3
MODEL NO: P2
PART No: 3500216

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
GC0219 REV 3

Thank you for purchasing this CLARKE Platform Deck.
Before attempting to use the P2 deck, please read this and the FPL2/3 manual and
follow the instructions carefully. In doing so you will ensure the safety of yourself and that
of others around you, and you can look forward to the ladder and deck giving you long
and satisfactory service.

CLARKE GUARANTEE

Fit the decks as follows.

Place deck onto the ladder with the lip
and lugs facing downwards as in Fig. 1.
Ensure the lip on the tail end of the deck is
pushed firmly up to the first ladder rung.

This CLARKE product is guaranteed against faulty manufacture for a period
of 12 months from the date of purchase. Please keep your receipt as proof
of purchase.

Fig. 1

This guarantee is invalid if the product is found to have been abused or
tampered with in any way, or not used for the purpose for which it was
intended.
Faulty goods should be returned to their place of purchase, no product can
be returned to us without prior permission.
This guarantee does not effect your statutory rights.

Lower the deck until it lies flat, (Fig. 2) with
the lip pushed up to the first ladder rung.
The other end of the deck should be
covering half of the rung it is lying on.

Specifications
Model No: .................................................... P2
Part No: ........................................................ 3500216

Fig. 2

The platform deck consists of two parts, one long and one short platform. These can
be used singly or together depending on the ladder configuration being used.

Safety
For your safety and that of others around you, read the FPL2/3 instruction manual
thoroughly before attempting to use the platform deck.

Assembly

Check the deck is fitted safely by trying to
push it from side to side as in Fig. 3. The
deck should not move if fitted correctly as
it will be held in place by the lip and the
two lugs.

Refer to the ladder configurations (G, H, and I) in the FPL2/3 instruction manual.

Fig. 3

Decide the configuration required and install in the position it is to be used, ensuring it is
firm and stable.

Fig. 4 shows correct alignment of lip and
lugs to prevent sideways movement.
Please note that the details and specifications contained herein, are correct at the time of going to print. However,
CLARKE International reserve the right to change specifications at any time without prior notice.

Fig. 4

